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STABILITY OF INDIVIDUAL ELEMENTS

UNDER ONE-PARAMETER SEMIGROUPS

CHARLES J. K. BATTY AND VÜ QUÓC PHONG

Abstract. Let {r(Z):Z>0} be a C0-semigroup on a Banach space X with

generator A , and let x € X. If a (A) n ;'R is empty and t »-> T(t)x is

uniformly continuous, then ||7"(Z)jc|| —> 0 as t —» oo . If the semigroup is

sun-reflexive, o(A)CiiR is countable, Pa(A)DiS. is empty, and 1 >-> T(t)x is

uniformly weakly continuous, then T(t)x —► 0 weakly as t —» oo . Questions

of almost periodicity and of stabilization of contraction semigroups on Hubert

space are also discussed.

1. Introduction

Let AT = {7X0: t > 0} be a bounded C0-semigroup on a Banach space

X, with generator A . The spectrum a(A) of A is contained in the left half-

plane {A G C : Re A < 0} . Suppose that the peripheral spectrum, a (A) n z'R, is

countable, and the peripheral residual spectrum, Ra(A) n z'R, is empty. Then

||L(Z)x|| — 0 as / —► oo, for each i in I.

Two independent proofs have been given of this stability theorem [1, 13].

In [1], an estimate on limsup^^ ||r(Z)x||, for certain x in I, was obtained

by modifying a contour integral introduced by Korevaar [9] and Zagier [22] to

obtain a simple proof of a Tauberian theorem for Laplace transforms (itself a

special case of an old Tauberian theorem of Ingham [8]) and hence of the Prime

Number Theorem. Then the estimate can be modified and extended iteratively

to larger classes of vectors x , until the conclusion of strong convergence on X

is reached. If a (A) n z'R is empty, the proof is very simple and explicit; indeed,

in this case, || 7X0^4" || — 0. In cases when a (A) n z'R has reasonably simple

structure, the proof remains fairly explicit, but if the peripheral spectrum is

complicated (while remaining countable), the proof does become obscure, the

general case requiring transfinite induction.

The proof of the same stability theorem in [13] is by reductio ad absurdum.

It deals with all cases, whatever the structure of a (A) n z'R, in the same way,

and therefore provides a succinct method for the general case. However, it is

less elementary than [1] when a (A) n z'R has a simple structure.
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In [1] it was noted that stability of an individual element x could sometimes

be obtained by the same method, even if AT is not bounded. If a (A) c {A G

C:ReA<0}, x G D(A), and \\T(t)Ax\\ is bounded, then ||7X0x|| —0. The
present paper contains some further individual stability results. It is shown

(Theorem 1) that ||7X0.x|| — 0 provided that Aa(A) n z'R is empty and t —

T(t)x is uniformly continuous. A duality argument, combined with the method

of [1], shows that T(t)x — 0 weakly if AT* is strongly continuous, o(A)(liR is

countable, Ra(A*)niR is empty, and T(t)x is bounded (Corollary 3), or if T

is sun-reflexive, a (A) n z'R is countable, Pa(A) n z'R is empty, and t — T(t)x

is uniformly weakly continuous (Corollary 5). In §3, two examples are given to

show that these results are close to being optimal.

In §4, we show how our methods can be used to prove that a bounded C0-

semigroup AT is almost periodic if a (A) n z'R is countable and Ran(^ - ip) +

ker(A - ip) is dense in X for each real p [19]. In §5, we show how almost

periodicity can be used to give an alternative proof, and slight improvements,

of results of Korobov and Sklyar [ 10] concerning problems of stabilization of

semigroups on Hubert space arising in control theory.

Throughout the paper, AT = {T(t): t > 0} will be a C0-semigroup on a

Banach space X, A will be its generator, p(A) the resolvent set of A, and

a(A), Pa (A), Aa(A), and Ra(A) the spectrum, point spectrum, approximate

point spectrum, and residual spectrum of A , respectively. Thus,

Ra(A) = {X G C : the range of A - A is not dense in X } = Pa(A*).

We are grateful to W. Arendt, Yu. I. Lyubich and G. M. Sklyar for valuable

comments and suggestions about this work. The paper was completed during a

visit to Oxford by the second author.

2. Stability theorems

In this section, we give two individual stability theorems, one giving strong

stability, and the other leading to weak stability. It should be noted that, in

neither theorem, is it assumed that the spectrum a (A) of the generator A is

contained in the left half-plane. In the first theorem (and in Corollary 4) it is

not assumed that T(t)x is bounded (although this follows from the conclusion

of the theorem).

Theorem 1. Let {T(t): t > 0} be a C^-semigroup on a Banach space X, with

generator A , and suppose that Aa(A) n z'R is empty. Let x G X, and suppose

that t — T(t)x is uniformly continuous. Then ||r(/)x|| —» 0 as t —> oo.

Proof. Let Y be the closed linear span of {T(t)x : t > 0} in X, and A0 be

the part of A in Y , so that D(Af = D(A) C\Y , AQy = Ay (y G D(Af). Let
a(t) = T(t)x . Since a is uniformly continuous, there are constants c, d such

that ||a(0|| <ct + d for all t > 0. Hence

rOC

/     c^/'||rt(Z)||i/Z<oo
Jo
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for all A > 0. Let
/•OO

g(z) = z        e~zsa(s)ds       (Rez>0),
Jo10

ft

g.(z) = e  z'a(t) + z i e  zsa(s) ds       (z G C, t > 0).

Jo

By a standard argument, it can be seen that g(z) G D(Af) and A(g(z)) =

Afgiz)) = zg(z) - zx . Since 0 ^ Aa(A),

_ ||/i(g(z))||     ,.    .  Jz|||x||
0 < hm inf   i,   / ,,, " = hm inf , '." .   ,

z^o      \\g(z)\\ z^o   \\g(z)\\
Rez>0 Rez>0

so ||g(z)||/|z| is bounded, as z — 0, Rez > 0. Hence —z~ Afg(z)) — x,

so x is in the closure of the range of A0 . Since this range is ^-invariant, it

is dense in Y. Thus 0 £ a(Af). A similar argument shows that ip £ a(Af)

(PGR).
Now the function g(z) is analytic for Rez > 0 and

g(z) = z(z-AQ)~[x       (xGp(Af), Rez>0).

Thus g extends to an analytic function in p(Af) U {z : Re z > 0} , which is an

open set containing the imaginary axis.

Since a is uniformly continuous,

lim lim sup   sup    \a(s) — a(t)\ = 0.
ö[0      t^oo    t-ö<s<t

It therefore follows from [2, Theorem 2.3] that gt(0) — g(0) as t —► oo, so

that ||a(0|| — 0.

Remarks. 1. The reader should be aware that the essence of the proof of The-

orem 1 is to apply an estimate of Korevaar [9] and Zagier [22], obtained

from a simple contour integral, to show that   ||r(z)xá|| — 0, where xs :=
_1 s

ô /„ T(t)xdt (so that T(t)xs is bounded), and then to use the fact that

T(t)xg —* T(t)x , uniformly in t, as S [ 0 .

2. Theorem 1 remains true if the assumption that Aa(A) n z'R is empty

is replaced by the assumption that the function g(z) defined by (*) has an

analytic extension across the imaginary axis.

The formulation of the next result requires the notion of the sun-dual T°

of T [7, Chapter 14; 3, §3.4]. Let

Xo = {tp G X* : \\T*(t)4> - 011 - 0 as t [ 0}.

Then X is a norm-closed .¡/"*-invariant subspaceof X* ; moreover, Xe is the

norm-closure of D(A*). Let T°(t) = T*(t)\X°. Then T° isa C0-semigroup

on X ' , and its generator A° is given by

D(A°) = {4>G D(A*) : A'tp G Xo} ,        A° = A*\D(AQ).
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The following spectral properties hold:

a (A) = a(A*) = a(A°),

Ra(A) = Pa(A*) = Pa(A°),

Ro(Ae)çRo(A*).

Theorem 2. Let {T(t) : t > 0} be a C ̂ -semigroup on a Banach space X with

generator A , and suppose that ct(^)i~iz'R is countable and Ra(A°)niR is empty.

Let x G X and suppose that {T(t)x : t > 0} is bounded. Then tp(T(t)x) — 0

as t — oo, for any 0 in Xo . Hence T(t)(X - A)~lx — 0 weakly as t —> oo ,

for any X in p(A).

Proof. For 0 in Xe, let

fift) = (x o TQ(t))cp = (T°{t)<p){x) = 0(7X0*)-

Then f, is a bounded continuous function, with Laplace transform

/■OO

S,iz) = l   e-z'fift)dt.

This is defined and analytic in the region Re z > 0. Moreover, if z e p(A),

then
/•OO      J

gfz) = - j     Tt(e-z'<p(T(t)(z - A)~Xx))dt = 4>((z - A)-\).

Thus g^ extends analytically to p(A) u {z : Re z > 0}.

Now the argument of [1, §3] is applicable. (In the inductive hypothesis,

the quantities \\T(t)A~lUx\\, \\Ux\\, \\UjX\\ are replaced by \tp(T(t)A~[Ux)\,

||f/*0||, ||(7*0|| respectively, and M now represents supr>0 ||r(Z)x||.) The

conclusion is that qb(T(t)x) — 0 for each 0 in XQ . In particular, for y/ in

X*, (X- A*)~xip g DÍA*) çl°,so

tp(T(t)(X - A)-[x) = ((A - A*rlip)(T(t)x) - 0.

Corollary 3. Suppose that T*  is strongly continuous, a (A) n z'R is countable,

and Ra(A*) n z'R is empty.   Then  T(t)x — 0 weakly for each x such that

sup/>0 ||7X0*|| < °°-   Furthermore, there is a net (Tf  in the convex hull of

{Tit) : t > 0} such that \\Tx\\ — 0 for all such x.

Proof. It is immediate from Theorem 2 that T(t)x — 0 weakly. The final

statement is a standard Hahn-Banach argument.

In the situation of Corollary 3, it is not necessarily true that

T(s)x ds
II ' Jo

(see Example 7).

\tJo
0   as t —> oo
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Corollary 4. Suppose that a(A)f) z'R is countable and Ra(A ) n z'R is empty.

Let x G X and suppose that t — e~'ßtT(t)x is uniformly weakly continuous for

some ip in p(A) n z'R. Then T(t)x — 0 weakly as t —► oo.

Remark. A posteriori, we know that T(t)x is bounded. Then the condition of

uniform weak continuity is independent of p .

Proof. Replacing T(t) by e~,f"T(t), we may assume that p = 0 and 0 G p(A).

For ó > 0, let

1   fs 1
xo = ¿       T(t)xdt,    ys = Axg = ^(T(ô)x - x).

Then {T(t)ys: t > 0} is weakly bounded, hence bounded. It follows from

Theorem 2 that </>(T(t)Axs) — 0 for any 0 in Xe . For \p in D(A*), we

may put 0 = A*~lip G D(A*) ç Xo and deduce that ip(T(t)xf) — 0 as

í -» oo. But, as S i 0, ip(T(t)xs) — ip(T(t)x) uniformly in t, by uniform

weak continuity of T(t)x, so \p(T(t)x) —> 0 as t — oo .

The construction of the sun-dual may be repeated to form (XQQ , TQG) as

the sun-dual of (Xe , Te). There is a canonical (nonisometric) embedding

x — x of AT in XQQ given by

x(0) = 0(x)       (0€A-°).

Since Tee(t)x = (T(t)x)~, we may identify (X,AT) with a subspace of

(A"00,^0G). If X°° = X, T is said to be sun-reflexive. De Pagter [5]

has shown that T is sun-reflexive if and only if the resolvents (A - Af are

weakly compact operators on X, for A G p(A). If X is reflexive, then any

C0-semigroup on X is sun-reflexive. The translation semigroup on C(T) is

sun-reflexive, but the translation semigroup on C0(R) is not.

Corollary 5. Suppose that AT is sun-reflexive, <7(^4)nz'R is countable, Pa(A)C\iR

is empty, and let x G X. If {T(t)x : / > 0} is bounded, then qb(T(t)x) —» 0 as

t — oo for any 0 z'zz Xe. If t — e~'ßtT(t)x is uniformly weakly continuous

for some ip in p(A)niR, then T(t)x — 0 weakly.

Proof. Since AT is sun-reflexive,

Ra(A°) = Pa(A°*) = Pa(AGQ) = Pa (A),

so Theorem 2 and Corollary 4 are applicable.

3. Examples

In this section, we give examples to show that the previous results are close to

being optimal. The first example includes Example 2.5 b) of [ 1 ], but it also shows

that similar effects can occur in reflexive spaces, and that, in nonreflexive cases,

Theorem 2 and its corollaries cannot be strengthened to give weak convergence

under more general conditions.
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Example 6. Let X = lp , (1 < p < oo) or X = c0. Define a C0-semigroup on

X by

(^Ox^^c'-'-'^x^.

The generator /I is given by

D(A) = {x G X : (nxf g X),

iAx)2n_x =x2n + (in-l/n2)x2n_x,

ÍAx)2n = (in- l/n)x2n,

a(A) = {in- l/n   :n > 1}.

We identify X* with l" where l/p+l/q =1  (q=l if X = c0). Then

( lq    (X = lp ,  1 < p < oo),

c0     (* = /'),
Xo = <

U1    (X = c0),

/t^O/.\    \ int-t/n2
iT   it)X)2n-l=e X2n-l>

(TQ(t)x)2n=eint-,ln\x2n + tx2n_x).

The semigroup is sun-reflexive.

Now define y G X by

^-.=0, y2n = "-(2P+1)/P        (y2„ = zz-2ifA = c0).

Then (if X = l" ),

/t-/*\   \ t int-t/n2

iTit)y)2n_x = ni2p+X)/pe

ii-t*\   \ ^ int-t/n2

W)y)ln = ffïpTWp*

A simple argument involving Riemann sums of s    p+  e~p      shows that, as

t —► oo ,

1+r*]      l     *r 2 fOO ->

\\Tit)y\\P = E-ÍÍTe~,"/n  -        J^V"

I   f°°
=n u -       if

p-le-pudu={p-iy-

If X = c0, then ||7Xi)>>|| ->■ c-1 . In each case, ||7(z)>>|| converges to a non-

zero limit. Thus, in Theorem 1, it is not possible to replace the assumption of

uniform continuity by boundedness, even in reflexive spaces.
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If X = lp, ( 1 < p < oo) or l = c0, then X = X* and it may be seen

by direct calculation, or from Corollary 3, that T(t)x — 0 weakly whenever

7X0x is bounded.  However, if p = 1 , then X* = l°° , Xe = cQ. If we put

0(x) - YlT xn' ix e ^ ) ' tnen' as r — oo ,

Knur») = ||r(2«r)y|| = £ (i±^) <T2"""'

Jo

«1=1

1     -2n/s2   , 1
-rC        '     ds = -,
S l

so T(t)y does not converge weakly to 0, even though a (A) c {A e C: Re A <

0}, y G D(A), and T(t)y is bounded. This shows that Theorem 2 and its

corollaries cannot be strengthened to give weak convergence under various more

general conditions. Moreover, if we put

fit) = <p(T(t)Ay) = ¿ 11 + (1 + 0 (in - -jj) }

we find that

\f(t)\<\\T(t)\\\\Ay\\ = \\Ay\\(l+t),

£(*)=/    fi(t)e-tzdt = <p((z-A)-lAy),
Jo

int-t/n2
e      '

~~nT~

zo

so the singular set of g is empty, but

= W7X030I .f fi(s)ds-g(0)
Jo

which does not tend to 0 as t —♦ oo . This gives an example of a scalar-valued

function / to show that the assumption of boundedness of / cannot be relaxed

in even the simplest cases of Ingham's type of Tauberian theorem [8, 9, 22; 1,

Theorem 4.1].

The second example shows that Theorem 2 and its corollaries cannot be

improved to give strong convergence, except in circumstances covered by [1,

Theorem 3.1] or Theorem 1. It also answers negatively a question raised in [1].

Note that the semigroup in this example is norm-continuous.

Example 7. Let X = lp , ( 1 < p < oo) or X = c0 . Define a norm-continuous

semigroup on X by

(7X0*)2n_l = e""iX2n-\ + tX2n) '       (r(0*)2„ = e~''"X2n-

The generator A is given by

(Ax)2n-\ = *2«i ~ ^X2«-l '       iAjC)2n = ~~fX2n '

a(A) = {--:«> 11 U {0},    0£ Ra(A) u Ra(A°).

It may be seen by direct calculation, or from Corollary 3, that if T(t)x is

bounded, then 7"(/)x — 0 weakly as t —► oo .
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Define y in X by

3;2n-i=°> 3'2„ = "~

Now, as t — oo ,

(p+\)Ip i -i
(y2n = n     if X = c{

117X0311=    £
[1 + ñe -pi/n ï {IP Mp

,p+i
.«1=1

linz^H-c-1        (X = cf).

Hence t — ||7Xz)y||  is bounded.   Since A  is bounded, it follows that t —

HTXO/fPlI  is bounded and t — 7X03' 1S uniformly continuous.   This shows

that the question raised in [1, Remark 3.4] has a negative answer. Moreover,

Theorem 2 cannot be improved to give strong convergence.

Note further that

\f\ns)y)2„_,ds = n-'»{!l(l-e-"")-e-""},

\S'fns)y),'In ds = n
A/P(l-e-"")

Thus, if X = lp ,

t Jo
T(s)y ds

p        oo

= £«-

«1=1

n -i/n.
-(1 - e      ) - e
t

tin spi+m
/•OO     t

/    L(s(i -e-1/s)-e-l/s)pds>0.
Joh    s

If X = c0 , then

-ft Jo
T(s)y ds sup|5(l -e  l/s)-e  l/s\ >0.

i>0

Thus, a mean ergodic theorem does not apply to y.

Finally, define z in X by

z2r2 = l/r   (r>l),

z„ = 0   otherwise.

If s > t ,

Hence

iT(s)z)2r2_x - (T(t)z)2r2_x | = l-\se ^ - te-"r2\ < S-j± ,

\(T(s)z)2r> - (T(t)z)2r,\ = \(e-'lrI - e~s/r2) < ^ < ^.

(oo \  l/P

Er~j       ix = ip)>

\T(s)z-T(t)z\\<s-t       (X = cf).
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Thus t — T(t)z is uniformly continuous. Nevertheless,

\\T(r2)z\\>(T(r2)z)2r2_x=re-1.

This shows that, in Corollary 4, it is not possible to assume that / — e~,fl T(t)x

is uniformly weakly continuous for some ip in a (A) n z'R.

4. Almost periodic semigroups

A bounded semigroup T is said to be almost periodic if each orbit {T(t)x :

t > 0} is relatively compact. By the splitting theorem of Jacobs, de Leeuw, and

Glicksberg [4; 11, Theorem 4.4, p. 105], if T is almost periodic, then

X = Xs(T)®Xh(T),

where XfT) = {x G X : ||r(z)x|| — 0} and XfT) is the closed linear span

of {x G D(A) : Ax = ipx for some p G R} . Moreover, AT\Xb(AT) extends to

a bounded C0-group on XffT).
The following theorem has been obtained in [ 19] by a method similar to the

stability theorem proved in [13]. We outline an alternative proof similar to [1].

Theorem 8. Let T be a bounded C^-semigroup on a Banach space X, with

generator A. Suppose that a(A) n z'R is countable. Then T is almost periodic

if and only if, for each real p, Ran (A - ip) + Yer(A - ip) is dense in X.

Proof. Suppose that T is almost periodic, / g X*, and / vanishes on

Ran(A-ip)+ker(A-ip). Then A*x = ipfi, so T(tffi = eif"f. If x G XfT),
then

eHl'fi(x) = f(T(t)x)^0,

so f(x) = 0. If x G ker(^ - ip), then f(x) = 0 by assumption. If x G

lter(A - iX), where A ̂  p , then

e""fi(x) = fi(T(t)x) = ea'fi(x),

so f(x) = 0 . Thus / = 0 , by the splitting theorem.

Conversely, suppose that, for each p , Ran(,4 - ip) + ker(A - ip) is dense in

X. Then a routine variation of a spectral mapping theorem [14, p. 85] shows

that, for each I > 0, Ran(T(z) - 1) + ker(T(t) - 1) is dense in X . Suppose,

without loss of generality, that 0 G p(A). Now, in the notation of [1, p. 843],

consider the following inductive hypothesis (where a is an ordinal):

If Eit is covered by disjoint intervals (rç — e¡, n.+ef (j = 1, ... , n), where

r¡] G En , \»j\ -Ej>0, R- \tjj\ -Sj>0 and r]J±ej ^ E   (j = 1, ... , n),

then {T(t)A~ Ux:t>0} has an e-net whenever

£ > 2M*lf[aj + 4SnM±\\UJx\\ |,y|«/|„,| - sf-\n) - £;)"' f[ ßjk.
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If a = 0, this follows immediately from the estimate, obtained in [1] by

contour integration, on limsup^^ ||7,(Z)^4_1(7x|| . The inductive step for a

nonlimit ordinal is carried out using the density of Ran(T(t)-1 )+ker(T(t)-l).

Eventually when Ea is empty, we find that {T(t)A~lx : t > 0} has an £-net

whenever e > 0. Since T is bounded and Ran (A~l) = D(A) is dense in X,

it follows that {T(t)x : t > 0} has an e-net whenever e > 0, and is therefore

relatively compact.

Remark. Suppose that T is bounded and that a functional / in X* annihi-

lates Ran (A - ip) + ker(A - ip). For any x in J, le'

x„=l- [ne-,f"T(t)xdt,
n Jo

and let y be any weak* limit point of (xf) in XQ*. Then T°*(t)y = e'p'y,

so y G X°° . Thus if AT is sun-reflexive, or if {T(t)x : t > 0} is relatively

weakly compact, then y G X , so y G ker(A - ip), and f(y) = 0. But fi(x) =

f(y) = 0, since T*(t)fi = elfl'fi. Thus any bounded semigroup, which is either

sun-reflexive or weakly almost periodic—in particular, any bounded semigroup

on a reflexive space—is almost periodic, provided that a(A) n z'R is countable.

5. Stabilization of contraction semigroups on Hilbert space

Let AT be a C0-semigroup of contractions on a Hilbert space X , with gen-

erator A . Let XffiT) be the unitary subspace of T , so that

Xu(T) = {xg X : ||7Xz)x|| = ||x|| = ||7X0*x|| for all Z>0}.

Then XJfT) is a reducing subspace for T , T\Xu(T) is a unitary semigroup

on XffT), and T(t)x — 0, T(t)*x — 0 weakly as t —* oo, for any x in

XfT)1-. If cT(^)nz'R is null, then ||r(z)x||^0 and || 7X0**11 — 0 for all x

in XffT)    [15], If XU(T) = {0} , then AT is said to be completely nonunitary.

Let Y be another Hilbert space, and B: Y —► X be a bounded linear op-

erator. For any bounded linear operator K : X —* Y, A + BK generates a

C0-semigroup ATK = {SK(t) : t > 0} on X. If SK(t)x —► 0 in norm (respec-

tively, weakly) as t — oo for all x in X, then (A, B) is said to be strongly

(resp., weakly) stabilizable, and K is said to be a stabilizer of (A, B). We

shall be particularly interested in the case when K = -B*, so that ATK is a

contraction semigroup, which we shall denote simply by AT.

The problem of stabilizability has been considered by several authors [20, 16,

12, 10] with applications to control theory in mind. Using almost periodicity,

we shall give a proof of a slightly improved version of an elegant result obtained

in [10].

Lemma 10 [16, 12]. Let AT be the semigroup generated by A - BB*. Then

Xff?) £ Xu(T)Ç\kerB*. Moreover, XffT) is a reducing subspace for T

and T(t)x = S(t)x   (x G XfT), t > 0).
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Proof. For x in Xu(T)nD(A),

0 = Re ({A - BB*)S(t)x, S(t)x) < -\\B*S(t)x\\2.

Hence B*S(t)x = 0. Now

T(t)x = lim [S(t/n)e{!/n)BB']"x = S(t)x.
n—+oc

Similarly, T(t)*x = S(t)*x for x in XfT)f\D(A*) = Xu(S?)r\D(A), and all
the results follow.

Let Afc be the closed linear span of {T(t)By : y G Y, t > 0}, and M* be

the closed linear span of {T(tf By : y G Y, t > 0} . Korobov and Sklyar [10]

proved variants of the following three lemmas.

Lemma 11. Let AT be the semigroup generated by A- BB*. Then XffT) ç

XU(T) n M^f n M*-1. If z'R is not contained in a (A), then XfT) = XfT) n

Mc  = XffT) n M*   . In particular in this case, AT is completely nonunitary if

and only if Xu(T) n A/cx = {0}.

Proof Let x 6 XfT). By Lemma 10, x G XfT) and B*T(t)x = B*T(t)*x

= 0 for all t > 0, so x e M^f n A/*"1.

Conversely, suppose that x G N := XfT) n A/*"1. Then B*T(t)x = 0 for

all / > 0, and

S(t)x = lim [e~(,ln)BB~T(t/n)]"x = T(t)x.
«1—»oo

Moreover, A is ^-invariant and 7X01A lS isometric. Since cr(^4|A) n z'R ç

Aa(A\N) n z'R ç a (A) n z'R, if ip <£ a (A), then ip £ a(A\N). If z'R is not

contained in a(A), it follows that AT\N = AT\N extends to a unitary group

on A (see, for example, [13]). Thus A ç XfT). Similarly, XfT)f)M^ ç

XffT) if z'R is not contained in a (A).

Lemma 12. Let A and B be as above. Then

a(A - BB*) n z'R ç a(A) n z'R,        Pa(A - BB*) n z'R ç Pa (A) n z'R.

Moreover, if (A - BB*)x = ipx for some x in D(A) and some real p, then

Ax = ipx and B*x = 0.

Proof. Let ip G o(A-BB*)niR. Then ip G da(A -BB*) C Aa(A -BB*), so

there is a sequence (xn) in X suchthat ||xn|| = 1 and \\(A-BB* -ip)xf\ —>0.

Then

0 > -\\B*xn\\2 > Re((A - BB* - ip)xn , xf) - 0,

so ||.ß*xj — 0 and ||(,4 - z»xn|| — 0. Thus ip G a(A). The other statement

is proved similarly.

If AT is an almost periodic contraction semigroup on a Hilbert space X,

then (in the notation of §4), Xb(T) = XfT).

Lemma 13. // XfT) n Mf n M*x = {0}, then (A, B) is weakly stabilizable,
and -B* acts as stabilizer. Conversely, if T is almost periodic, and (A, B) is

weakly stabilizable, then X (AT) n M^~ = {0}, and -B* acts as stabilizer.
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Proof. The first statement follows from Lemma 11, which shows that AT is

completely nonunitary, hence weakly stable.

Now suppose that (A, B) is weakly stabilized by K , and let x G Mf . For

any t > 0 and y in Y, (x, T(t)By) = 0, so (x, T(t)esBKz) = (x, T(t)z) for

all z in X, s > 0. Hence

(x,(T(t/n)e{"n)BK)"z) = (x,T(t)z).

Letting zz —> oo ,

(x,SK(t)z) = (x,T(t)z).

It follows that T(t)*x — 0 weakly as t — oo . Hence x G XfT)1- = XfT).

Thus Aff ç XfT), XfT) n M^ = {0} , and XfT) = {0} by Lemma 11.
Hence AT is weakly stable.

Korobov and Sklyar proved that conditions (1), (3), (4), and (5) of Theo-

rem 14 are equivalent under the assumption that a(T(l))f)Y is countable. If

a(T(l)) n T is null, they proved that (1), (3), and (4) are equivalent. Since

a(T(l)) contains {e : X G a(A)}, this latter condition is stronger than a(A)n

z'R being countable. Similarly, using [15, p. 149] one may prove that (1), (3),

and (4) are equivalent if a (A) n z'R is null.

Theorem 14. Let T = {T(t): t > 0} be a C ̂ -semigroup of contractions on a

Hilbert space X, with generator A, and let B be a bounded linear operator

from a Hilbert space Y into X. Suppose that o(A)niR is countable. Then the

following are equivalent:

( 1 )   (A, B) is strongly stabilizable,

(2) (A, B) is weakly stabilizable,

(3) Xu(T)nM^ = {0},

(4) Xu(T)nM*± = {0},
(5) there do not exist real p and x in kerB*, x / 0, such that Ax = ipx .

Under these conditions, -B* acts as stabilizer.

Proof. Note first that T is almost periodic (see the remark after Theorem 8).

Moreover, by Lemma 12, a (A - BB*) n z'R is also countable, so AT is also

almost periodic.

(1) => (2). This is trivial.

(2) => (3) and (4). Since T is almost periodic, this follows from Lemmas

13 and 11.

(3) or (4) => (1). By Lemma 13, AT is weakly stable. Since T is almost

periodic, it follows that AT is strongly stable.

(3) =► (5). If Ax = ipx and B*x = 0, then T(t)x = eif"x, T(t)*x =

e'""x, B*T(tfx = 0,so x G XfT) n M,x .
(5) => (1). It follows from Lemma 12 that A-BB* has no purely imaginary

eigenvalues. Since T is almost periodic, it follows from the splitting theorem

that AT is strongly stable.
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A C0-semigroup AT is quasi-compact if, for some t > 0, T(t) = K + V,

where K is compact and ||F|| < 1 . The following version of the Yosida-

Kakutani Mean Ergodic Theorem [21] is well known.

Theorem 15. Let T = {T(t) : t > 0} be a bounded quasi-compact C^-semigroup

on a Banach space X. Then T is almost periodic, Xb(T) is finite dimensional,

and \\T(t)\Xs(T)\\ -> 0 as t - oo.

In particular, if A generates a bounded quasi-compact semigroup, then a (A)

n zR is finite, and we obtain the following corollary of Theorem 14. In the

case when B is compact, this result was obtained by O'Brien [16], who showed

moreover that the five conditions are equivalent to exponential stability of ,T

(||5(0||-0 as Z-oo).

Corollary 16. Let AT = {T(t) : t > 0} be a bounded quasi-compact C ̂ -semigroup

on a Hilbert space X, with generator A, and let B be a bounded linear operator

from a Hilbert space Y into X. Then the five conditions of Theorem 14 are

equivalent. Moreover, under those conditions, -B* acts as a stabilizer.

Remark. Quasi-compact semigroups are examples of the compactifying semi-

groups introduced in [17, 18]. A semigroup AT is said to be compactifying if

there is a compact subset Q. of X such that d(T(t)x, D.) — 0 as t — oo,

whenever ||x|| < 1 (where d denotes metric distance in X). It was proved in

[18] that T is compactifying if and only if AT is almost periodic and Xb(AT)

is finite dimensional.

6. Single operators

Let T be a bounded linear operator on a Banach space X. There are ana-

logues of the results of §2 for the discrete semigroup {Tn : n > 0} , but they are

of relatively limited interest. For example, the analogue of Theorem 1 has an-

other elementary proof. For, if a(T)f)Y is empty, where Y = {X G C : |A| = 1},

then there is a spectral decomposition X = Xx® X2, T = TX@T2, where T2

is invertible and Tx and Tf have spectral radii less than 1. Thus if x € X

and ||r"x|| is bounded (or if ||7*"x|| = o(an) for all a > 1 ), then x G Xx and

11^x11 = 11^x11-0.
There is an analogue of Theorem 2 and Corollary 3. If o-(7")nr is countable,

Ro(T*)C)Y is empty, and ||7""x|| is bounded, then Tnx —► 0 weakly. One

might expect this result to remain true if it is assumed only that ||r"x|| = o (a")

for all a > 1 . However, this is false, as may be seen by taking X = I2 and

T = I + S, where

s, = (o, if,£,...).
Then \\Tn\\ = o(a") for all a > l,-a(T) = {1}, 1 $ Pa(T) = Ra(T*). But

||T"II — oo, and there exists x such that \\Tnx\\ is unbounded.

There is also an analogue of Theorem 8. If {Tn} is bounded, a(T)C\Y is

countable, and Ran (T - X) + ker(T - A) is dense in X for each A in Y, then

{T"x : n > 1} is relatively compact, for each x in X .
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Taking the discrete semigroup {T(n) : n > 1} contained in Example 7 pro-

vides counterexamples to other possible conjectures.
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